The University of Calgary is a global
intellectual hub located in Canada’s most
enterprising city. In this spirited, high-quality
learning environment, students will thrive
in programs made rich by research, hands-on
experiences and entrepreneurial thinking.
By 2022, we will be recognized as one of
Canada’s top five research universities,
fully engaging the communities we both
serve and lead.
ucalgary.ca/eyeshigh

Three
Foundational
Commitments
What does student experience mean to us?
It means connecting students with the University of Calgary in ways that enrich their whole
lives and foster a sense of community spirit. It means enhancing each student’s learning
experience through a combination of outstanding teaching, research and academic
support, and facilities. This includes access to extracurricular lifestyle and social activities,
leadership and professional development opportunities, exposure to diverse ways of
thinking and living, and access to community-based work and volunteer opportunities.
It also means students are welcomed into a safe and inclusive environment that allows
them to develop the skills, knowledge and personal attributes necessary to become
productive citizens and leaders in their chosen fields.

What does campus culture mean to us?

We serve as
an intellectual,
social and
cultural hub

We educate
students
to become
communitybuilders
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We conduct
research
that changes
the world

It means collaborating across groups and embracing meaningful two-way communication
that is honest and open. It also means overcoming structural, social and cultural barriers
to create a safe, inclusive, healthy and respectful environment — one that values diversity
and the dignity of every person. It means we work and learn in a sustainable manner,
developing new skills, seeking balanced lifestyles, building our careers, taking initiative,
and recognizing one another for our accomplishments. We value a culture that encourages
us to listen to one another, enriches our understanding of other perspectives and voices,
inspires us to engage purposefully, and welcomes open dialogue and debate.

